NEOTION selects Climax Technology for its Neohome catalog of smart home devices
Aubagne, France – September, 7th, 2016 – NEOTION, a technology leader specialised in delivering secure devices for
the Digital Tv industry, has selected Climax Technology, a leading supplier of wireless home automation systems, to
become a partner for its Neohome wireless accessories.
The NEOTION and Climax partnership combines the Climax expertise in telecommunications and radio frequency (RF)
technologies and NEOTION’s home automation developments to provide a global seamless smart home solution.
The hundreds of “Connected Devices” which have been deployed in the market by emerging manufacturers are creating
fragmented and non-integrated solutions, which often become a barrier for end-users. NEOTION focuses on Quality and
to power User Experience first. Choosing Climax for Neohome enables a wide range of ZigBee and Z-Wave sensors and
accessories which are fully integrated, tested and qualified, simplifying IoT connections and interoperability for
consumers!
Neohome is targeting the main smart home domains with accessories developed in security, environmental, lighting,
energy management, home automation and emergency monitoring devices, enhancing safety, comfort and
convenience.
“Holding three decades of experience in developing and designing home automation systems, Climax obviously appears
the most suitable partner for our Neohome catalogue of devices. We are confident in a long-term partnership with
Climax to jointly cope with future technology challenges of the new smart home millennium, relying on Climax products
as a label of quality and innovation for our customers.” said Nicolas STEFANELLI, Neohome Marketing Manager at
NEOTION.
“To have the opportunity to partner with such an innovative, design-oriented and successful company is such a great
honor. We look forward to be able to combine our strengths to meet the demands of the smart home marketplace –
delivering quality, competitive technology and total solutions for the operator and end users.” said Monica Lin,
Marketing Manager at CLIMAX.

Feel free to visit NEOTION booth at IBC, Hall 5 B53 for a live demo of Neohome.

www.neotion.com

ABOUT NEOTION
NEOTION is a French high-tech company providing innovative solutions for the international Digital Television market since 2000.
NEOTION develops and distributes a wide range of DVB Conditional Access Modules (CAM) embedding the main Conditional Access
Systems (Conax, CryptoGuard, DRE-Crypt, Irdeto, Verimatrix and Viaccess-Orca) to pay-TV operators across the globe.
NEOTION is still investing in secure devices for the Pay-TV industry adding new and innovative solutions according to the booming OTT
adoption on the market during these last few years. NEOTION is offering first on its core-business the HbbTV CAM as the suitable single
secure device in a connected environment, headless OTT gateways for satellite fully based infrastructures and recently Neohome, new
smart home solutions, all as part of the OTT growing services.
NEOTION is largely involved as an active member of several standardization and digital TV committees, namely DVB and CI Plus LLP and
more recently, ZigBee Alliance.
For product information please contact business@neotion.com and for Press, please contact, press@neotion.com
Follow Neotion at www.neotion.com, on Twitter @Neotion, on Linkedin & Neohome at www.neo-home.com on Twitter @MyNeohome

ABOUT CLIMAX
Climax Technology Co., Ltd. was founded in Taipei, Taiwan in 1985.
For nearly three decades, Climax has applied its expertise in telecommunications and radio frequency (RF) technologies to the innovation
and manufacturing of wireless home security systems, medical alarms, home automation systems, IP cameras, and an extensive range of
accessories.
All our products are designed, developed, and manufactured in-house. Today, as a member of the ZigBee and Z-Wave Alliances, Climax has
become a leading supplier of security and telecare solutions in the American, European and Asian markets.
More information on www.climax.com.tw
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